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DART at Sacramento 
Meet Timing Responsibilities & FAQ 

(Effective August 21, 2017) 
 
 
TIMING & OFFICIATING - MEET VOLUNTEER EXPECTATIONS:  
Swim meets that your swimmers participate in are run ENTIRELY by volunteers. USA Swimming and LSC rules 
dictate that every participating team provide Timers and Meet Officials to help the Host Team run the meets.  
At some meets, if a team does not fulfill timing or officiating duties, various penalties may be levied against 
the team – such as swimmers being denied to swim in finals or receive their awards.  This would not be fair 
to our swimmers.  Therefore, if your swimmer swims in a meet, your family is expected to assist or 
find alternate means to assist in Timing or Officiating duties.  See below for Guidelines. 
 

1. Timing at any meet, Home or Away, is required if your swimmer is participating at the meet.  No 
Minimum Participation Volunteer Hours are earned. 

2. Officiating does accrue Minimum Participation Volunteer Hours, as Officials often work multi-day, 
multi-hour shifts per meet. 

3. Families with a swimmer entered in the meet will receive an email several days prior to the meet with 
instructions for job sign-up on our TeamUnify www.dartswimming.com website. 

4. All shifts are on a first-come, first-served basis 
 

Failure to show up to time or not volunteer, when there are available timing positions, will result 
in penalties:  

a. Written warning 
b. $100 fine assessed to your account 
c. $250 fine assessed to your account 
d. Membership will be terminated 

 
 
Away Meet Roles & Responsibilities: 
 

1. DART Volunteer Coordinator:  (Accrues Minimum Volunteer Participation Hours) 
a. Obtains swimmer meet attendance list from DART coaches. 
b. Coordinates Timing expectations and responsibilities with DART at Davis. 
c. Sets up Timing Sign-up on TeamUnify homepage few days before the meet. 
d. Ensures all Timer and Alternate Timer shifts are filled by participating swimmer families. 
e. Ensures all families meet their meet volunteering duties per season. 

 
2. Meet Timing Lead:  (Accrues Minimum Volunteer Participation Hours) 

a. Sign up to be Meet Timing Lead, include cell phone #, on TeamUnify Meet “Job Sign up”. 
b. At the meet, post DART timing schedule (prepare at least 2 copies) close to assigned lanes.  
c. Ensures all DART timers are on site and time as committed. 
d. Get Alternate Timers to time if there are last-minute cancellations or No-Shows. 
e. In worst case scenario, fill in to time if Timers and Alternate Timers are No-Shows. 
f. Report any cancellations or No-Shows to the DART Volunteer Coordinator after the meet. 

 
3. Timers:   

a. Sign up to time, include cell phone #, on TeamUnify Meet “Job Sign up”. 
b. If timing slots still remain, you may be assigned to time if you have not signed up already. 
c. At the meet, report to the Meet Timing Lead to confirm attendance. 
d. Time as committed. Penalties apply for No-Shows. 
e. If your family cannot time, make arrangements (trade with others) to fulfill your obligations. 
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4. Alternate Timers:   
a. Families not signed up to Time or Officiate will become Alternate Timers and will be expected 

to be “on call” to time, any half of the meet session, as needed. 
b. Volunteer Coordinator will assign Alternate Timers in 1st half or 2nd half of the meet, as close 

to your swimmers event schedule but it cannot be guaranteed, in which case, you must fulfill 
as needed. 

c. Any Alternates “called” to time at the meet and not show, will be reported as No-Shows.  
 

5. Officials:  (Accrues Minimum Volunteer Participation Hours) 
 
 

 Additional guidelines for Timers: 
 

1. If your swimmer will no longer attend the Meet:   
a. Days before the Meet:  Notify the Volunteer Coordinator at DARTVolunteers@gmail.com as 

soon as possible, so that your family is taken off the meet attendance list and you are not 
reported as a No-Show. 

b. Day of the Meet:  First, make every attempt to find a sub.  If not successful, contact the Meet 
Timing Lead directly, who is in charge for the day and signed up on TeamUnify timing job 
sheet with their contact information, so that they can assign Alternates to take your 
place.  This is important so that YOU are not reported as a No-Show.  You may also 
look up contact information for any team member in the TeamUnify Member Directory/Display 
All (upper left on TeamUnify homepage, once logged in).   
 

2. Parents not attending the Meet:  This is not an OUT.  If your swimmer is participating in a meet 
and timers are still needed, your family may be assigned a Timing shift, or be assigned as an 
Alternate Timer. Penalties still apply if your family is called upon to time and you are not there.  
Therefore, be proactive and find replacement arrangements with other families and/or communicate 
with the Volunteer Coordinator prior to the meet. 
 

3. 12 & over fulfilling timing shifts:    
a. Non-Swimmers 12 & over:  This is fine, and greatly appreciated. 
b. Swimmers 12 & over: This is fine, as long as the swimmer has completed swimming for the 

session and the swimmer’s Coach approves. 
 

4. Be Considerate when signing up:  Early shifts are always most popular. But if you have a 
swimmer swimming the last events, please be considerate to other team parents and sign up for the 
last shifts.  As an incentive, last shifts are typically the shortest, while the first shifts are the longest. 
 

5. Team Travel Meets:  Team travel meets pose extra challenges as the Host Team may still assign 
team timing duties. If parents plan to follow the team to spectate, we request you consider assisting 
in any team timing duties as necessary.  Please ask the Coaches – they would greatly appreciate your 
help.  

  
** SWIM MEET VOLUNTEERING is TEAMWORK ** 

 
 
 
Meet Timing Policy - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 
1.  What is Timing? 
At a USA Swimming sanctioned meet, in addition to the Colorado Timing System, each lane will have up to 3 
timers, who help record each swim for the USA Swimming database.  Timing responsibilities include:  1) 
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Stopwatch; 2) Recording; 3) Plungers.  All lane timers will use the timing plungers. Two will also dual-task 
and operate the stopwatch or record as well. 
 
Timing responsibilities are very easy to learn; either meet officials or other parents are always available the 
day of the meet to assist new families who are new to timing 
 
2.  How do I sign up for a timing shift? 
To sign up for a timing shift, go to TeamUnify dartswimming.com Home Page.  Look for Meets tab. Next to 
the Meet listed will be a Job sign-up button.  You must first login through your family’s TeamUnify account to 
sign yourself or any other family members to time. 
 
3.  When do I sign up to time? 
Few days before a meet, an email will be sent from 'DART at Sac Volunteers’ via TeamUnify announcing that 
timing sign-ups are open. The sign-up email will also specify the deadline to sign up.  If all shifts are not filled 
by the deadline, they will be assigned.  All remaining families will become Alternate Timers. 
 
4.  Why was I assigned to time, when I did not sign up? 
After the timing sign-up deadline passes, any open timing shifts will be assigned.  The Volunteer Coordinator 
will refer to the meet attendance list to assign openings, based on these guidelines:   

1. Families who have not timed recently 
2. Families with multiple swimmers    

 
5.  If I need to find someone to cover for me, how do I do it? 
Member Directory may be found by logging into TeamUnify at dartswimming.com, in the top left corner. 
 
6.  If I ignore the Volunteer emails, will I get out of timing? 
No. If you don’t sign up and there are open shifts remaining, you will be assigned a timing shift.  
Alternatively, you may be assigned as an Alternate Timer and expected to be “on call” to time. Penalties will 
apply (see above) to anyone who do not sign up to time when there are available timing slots still available, 
or if Timers or Alternate Timers are No-Shows.  
 
7.  I want to watch my child swim. 
Timers have the best seats at a meet.  If you absolutely must, ask someone to fill in your timing duties just 
during your swimmer’s race.   
 
8.  I didn’t sign up to time because the shifts I wanted were taken. 
If the timing shifts are full when you try to sign up, keep checking back for the next several days since 
schedules sometimes change.  Know that if you don’t sign up and timing shifts still remain open, you may be 
subject to penalty (see above), assigned a Timing shift, become an Alternate Timer, which means you are “on 
call” to time and be subject to penalties if you are not available then.  Be proactive – Reach out to other 
families who may have signed up for multiple shifts and request one of their shifts, or trade shifts.   
  
9.  My swimmer drives.  I don’t attend meets. 
If your swimmer is swimming in a meet, your family is expected to fulfill timing duties in some capacity as a 
team member – no exceptions.  Be proactive and find someone to take your family’s place.  Your swimmer 
can even time, if he/she finished competing for the day. 
 
10.   My swimmer is attending with another family. 
Be proactive - if you are not attending one meet but plan to attend others, let the Volunteer Coordinator 
know that ahead of time.  No communication means you may still be assigned to Time or become an 
Alternate Timer.    
 


